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Jagex case study

Testing for different audiences



Understanding what messages 
drive different audiences

Audience 1

Audience 2

Audience 3



Tilting Point case study

Fall in love 
with the IP

Game goals & 
motivations 

Rock the 
market

Powerful 
creatives Test

Spongebob: 
Krusty Cook-off

CBS Viacom & 
Nukebox

Warhammer: 
Chaos & Conquest
GW & Hunted Cow 

Star Trek Timelines
(1st) Cbs & 

Wicked Realm

Narcos idle cartel
Gaumont & 

Big Wolf

Zombieland: 
AFK Survival

Sony & Metagame



Existing IP fans vs New Players

IP fans

Action-Fantasy 
Core Gamers

Casual Idle 
Gamers

New players



Existing IP fans vs New Players

IP fans Action-Fantasy Core Gamers Casual Idle Gamers



New users vs. Lapsed users
Different Views for Different Audiences

New Users Lapsed Users

Worked the best 
for lapsed users, 
and new users 
were indifferent.

Video content 
had highest CVR 
for lapsed users.

The first image 
worked best for 
new users.

+ 7% CVR 

The Final App Store Creatives



Jagex case study

Translating off app store brands 
into app store marketing strategy



Incrementality testing 

Its important to 
validate the 
accuracy of data 
from Ad networks 
by running 
incrementality tests 

In a recent test we 
surfaced an OSRS 
Ad to 75% of the 
audience and 25% 
saw the charity Ad

We were able to prove 
with 95% confidence 
that the exposed 
audiences performed 
better than our control 
audiences

However the conversion uplift was 
only between 5.9% and 13.6% which was 
smaller than what was historically reported 
by the ad network 

We use this data to 
validate the effectiveness of 
channels and manage spend 
accordingly 



Audience & Creative Optimisation 

RuneScape is 19 
years old and has 
been played by 
over 275m players!

This means that we 
have a large 
addressable 
audience of lapsed 
and lost players

We use pixel targeting and 
email addresses to build 
custom audience profiles 
of lapsed players 

60% of UA 
budget is spent 
on Winback 
campaigns 

We use this audience data to 
inform the creative direction 
by understanding the players 
motivations to play 

This ad had 3x the 
average CTR than 
average with 1.3% 



ASO & Live Ops 



Jagex case study

Creative testing post IDFA



Creative as a qualifier

App Store 
Page A

Audience 

AAd creative A
LAL

Broad 

App Store 
Page B

Audience 

BAd creative B
LAL

Broad 

Pre iOS 14

You advertise only to 
your high quality 
audience

LAL

Post iOS 14

You advertise to a broad 
audience in hopes of 
reaching your high-quality 
target core

LAL
LAL

Broad 

Targeted ads before and after iOS 14What roles do targeted ads have in creating demand?



Creatives Are King



Takeaways

Define the 
audiences you’re 
most interested in

Test and discover 
which creatives 
and messages 
work best for 
which audience

Define which 
audiences you 
should optimize for 
at any given period 
(connection to 
broader strategy)



Thank you!

     

Feel free to reach out to us at:
Esther Shatz      Ben Clarke       Rocio Morales
Storemaven Jagex Tilting Point


